Mortem et Gloriam
Official Rule Changes 01-01-18
NOTE: We have rules and data. If in conflict the "data" is the latest version.
Data = the Quick Reference Sheets, Army List and Army Builder with
integrated points system. Rules = rulebook which has very few changes.
UG BREAK POINTS
• Change UG break points on page 97 A2 to > 50% for TuGs and >33% for
SuGs. So a 4 now break on a wound above 2 base losses. This makes 4s
viable for mounted.
TuGs PUSHING BACK ENEMY SuGs
• ADD to page 67 E3 "Exception: Foot Skirmishers entirely inside terrain
are not pushed back by enemy TuGs and must be charged to remove them
(and may stand therefore and fight for the terrain). This allows
skirmishers to better defend terrain.
SuGs HIT BY TuGs IN GOOD GOING
• Alteration on page 47 7.2 becomes 6.2a in sequence and SuGs are now
removed as soon as contacted by chargers and the charging TuG
continues its charge to the full distance of its charge move. This is more in
the spirit of skirmishers not getting in the way of heavies.
TROOPS THAT ARE BROKEN WHO WERE ATTACKED FROM MORE THAN ONE
DIRECTION
• Broken UGS who have enemy in contact with them in two or more
directions (Front, Flanks or Rear) are unable to rout and are simply
removed. The opponents have the option to pursue directly ahead after
any reforming. This is simpler and gives the advantage to the victor.
MOUNTED POLEARM added
• See QRS Added for Chinese armies which came out earlier than planned.
EXCESS CASUALTIES ON A FILE
• DELETE Page 89 I2 such that casualties do flow over onto other files.
Simpler and more death.
FORCED CHARGERS BURSTING THROUGH FRIENDS
• Forced charges do not burst through friends who are already in combat,
instead they stop behind them and both suffer a KaB test. When a burst
through is by forced chargers, both the chargers and those burst suffer a
KaB test. Removal of potential cheese.
UNIVERSAL 1/2 BW SHIFT
• Add to P45-6 "e) avoid enemy if making a Run Away, Skirmish or Break
Off action." Buttocks of death has to be a more than 1/2BW rather than
fiddly micro mm.

